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ITEC & K2022
Si ritorna alla fiere in tutto il mondo
Con settembre si ritorna in fiera in tutto
il mondo ed in presenza dopo praticamente 2 anni di manifestazioni fieristiche in remoto. Già una prima importante fiera internazionale è stata quella di
Hannover TIRE TECHNOLOGY EXPO
nel mese di maggio e poi successivamente quella di ALGERI nel mese di
Giugno. Da pochi giorni si è conclusa
l'esposizione internazionale ITEC 2022
specializzata per il comparto pneumatici in USA nella città di AKRON e la nostra macchina organizzativa è a pieno
regime per la preparazione dell'importante appuntamento a DUSSELDORF
per la fiera internazionale materiale plastiche e gomma K2022.Il nostro team
dal 19 al 26 Ottobre sarà ben lieto di ricevervi al nostro tradizionale grande
stand 16F21 nella HALL16.
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ITEC 2022 expo & K2002 expo
Innovative products and solutions presented at the show

COMERIO ERCOLEcommercial and technical
team will be present in DUSSELDORF GERMANY at the most important international exhibition
in the world for plastic and rubber K2022 on 19-26
October and awaits you at our
Stand: 16F21 in the main Hall16.
Save the date!
You are welcome to visit us!
Several new specific technological innovations
will be introduced for the calendering,
embossing and mixing field.
COMERIO ERCOLE will present the innovative
data driven digital platform for the analysis of machines/plants data HERCULES40®. COMERIO
ERCOLE from over 130 years is granting specific
experience with references all over the world and
always at your service.
COMERIO ERCOLE:
The calendering and mixing specialist!
STAY TUNED WITH US AT K2022
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was never
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possible!
PRESS RELEASE “K2022 PREVIEW”
During K 2022 COMERIO ERCOLE will present some
very important technological innovations recently developed in its plastic and rubber main field of activity. COMERIO ERCOLE has recently introduced a new Digital
Platform named HERCULES40® which is aimed to
supply to COMERIO ERCOLE customers a data-driven analysis tool for a continuous improvement of production process, including energy consumption optimization, as well as added value after sales services.
COMERIO ERCOLE is more and more concentrated
on the end user support and two recent new products
have been presented to our customers just reconfirming our firm commitment "on site" rolls maintenance
process. The "heart" of any calendering process is linked to rolls status therefore we have developed two alternative tools supporting "on site" maintenance process. With SANDBLASTER any need to keep and/or
recovery of a certain roughness is now permitted as
well as with the POLISHER any need to clean and recovery rolls surface is now permitted too with dedicate
"on site" tools put at disposal of maintenance team.
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